Memory Matters, Choose Wisely

CFexpress™ Type B Memory Cards

CFast™ 2.0 Memory Cards

・Capacity: 128GB | 256GB | 512GB | 1TB | 2TB
・Speeds of up to 1700 MB/s read, 1550 MB/s write and 400 MB/s minimum sustained write*
・Supports RAW or 4K 120P videos with 512GB or larger capacities
・Backwards compatible with XQD™ form factor with updated cameras
*128GB speeds of up to 1050 MB/s write and 140 minimum sustained write

・Capacity: 256GB | 512GB | 1TB
・Speeds of up to 525 MB/s read, 450 MB/s write and 130 MB/s minimum sustained write
・VPG-130 for stable high-res video recording
・Certiﬁed by Blackmagic Design and Hasselblad

*256GB speeds of up to 230 minimum sustained write

CFexpress™ Type B PRO Memory Cards
・Capacity: 160GB | 320GB | 640GB
・Speeds of up to 1700 MB/s read, 1550 MB/s write and 1400 MB/s minimum sustained write*
・Supports of up to 12K RAW video
・Backwards compatible with XQD™ form factor with updated cameras
*160GB and 320GB speeds of up to 1300 minimum sustained write

SDXC™ UHS-II Memory Cards
・Capacity: 128GB | 256GB | 512GB
・Speeds of up to 290 MB/s read, 260 MB/s write and 90 MB/s minimum sustained write
・V90 Video Speed Class to support the most speed-demanding cameras
・Backwards compatible with UHS-I devices

Portable SSDs

CFexpress™ Type B Card Reader

・Capacity: 1TB | 2TB

・Supports CFexpress Type B memory cards

・Speeds of up to 550 MB/s read and 520 MB/s write

・Speeds of up to 10 Gbps data transfer rate

・Supports 6K Blackmagic RAW 5:1 up to 50P

・Write protect switch for data safety

・Includes a hot shoe mount, a strap and a USB 3.2 Gen 2 Type-C cable

・Aluminum design to prevent thermal throttling

CFast™ 2.0 Card Reader
・Supports CFast 2.0 memory cards
・Speeds of up to 10 Gbps data transfer rate
・Write protect switch for data safety
・Aluminum design to prevent thermal throttling

CFexpress™ Type B / SDXC™ UHS-II Card Reader
・Supports CFexpress Type B and SD UHS-II / UHS-I memory cards
・Speeds of up to 10 Gbps data transfer rate
・Dual slot for simultaneous ﬁle oﬄoad
・Write protect switch for data safety
・Aluminum design to prevent thermal throttling

Dual SDXC™ UHS-II Card Reader
・Supports SD UHS-II / UHS-I memory cards
・Speeds of up to 10 Gbps data transfer rate
・Dual slot for simultaneous ﬁle oﬄoad
・Aluminum design to prevent thermal throttling
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